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Major features and forcing of high-latitude northern
hemisphere atmospheric circulation using a 110,000year-long glaciochemical series
PaulA. Mayewski,
•'2LorenD. Meeker,
•'sMark S. Twickler,
• Sallie
Whifiow,1 QinzhaoYang,1'2W. BerryLyons,
4 and MichaelPrentice1'2
Abstract. The GreenlandIce SheetProject2 glaciochemical
series(sodium,
potassium,
ammonium,
calcium,magnesium,
sulfate,nitrate,andchloride)provides
a unique view of the chemistryof the atmosphereand the history of atmospheric
circulation over both the high latitudes and mid-low latitudes of the northern
hemisphere. Interpretation of this record reveals a diverse array of environmental
signaturesthat include the documentationof anthropogenicallyderived pollutants,
volcanic and biomassburning events, storminessover marine surfaces,continental
aridity and biogenic sourcestrength plus information related to the controls on
both high- and low-frequencyclimate eventsof the last 110,000 years. Climate
forcingsinvestigatedinclude changesin insolationof the order of the major orbital
cycles that control the long-term behavior of atmospheric circulation patterns

throughchangesin ice volume(sealevel), eventssuchas the Heinrichevents
(massi've
discharges
of icebergs
first identifiedin the marinerecord)that are found
to operate on a 6100-year cycle due largely to the laggedresponseof ice sheetsto
changesin insolation and consequentglacier dynamics,and rapid climate change

events(massive
reorganizations
of atmospheric
circulation)that are demonstrated
to operate on 1450-year cycles. Changesin insolation and associatedpositive
feedbacksrelated to ice sheetsm•y assistin explaining favorable time periods and
controls on the amplitude of massiverapid climate changeevents. Explanation
for the exa•t timing and global synchroneity of these events is, however, more
complicated. Preliminary evidencepoints to possiblesolar variability-climate
associationsfor these eventsand perhaps others that are embeddedin our ice-corederived atmospheric circulation records.

Introduction

Understanding the Earth system and, in particular,
its climate, remains one of the major intellectual challenges faced by science. The processesinfluencing climate, the mechanismsthrough which they act, and the
responsesthey generate are, in general, as complex and

poorly understood as they are important. Becauseobservational recordsof climate processesspan only the

most recent years of Earth's history and, in many instances,are known to be markedly affectedby anthropogenicinfluences,paleorecordsof past climatesare exceedinglyimportant to the developmentof scientificunderstandingof local, regional, and global climate systems. Of the various paleorecordsavailable to science,
ice coresfrom polar ice sheetsprovide the most direct
and highest-resolutionview of the paleoatmosphere.
On July 1, 1993, the Greenland Ice Sheet Project

2 (GISP2) successfully
completeddrillingto the base
of the GreenlandIce Sheetin centralGreenland(Sum1ClimateChangeResearch
Center,InstitutefortheStudy mit site, 72.6øN;38.5øW;3200m abovesealevel). In

of Earth, Oceansand Space,Universityof New Hampshire,

so doing, GISP2 recovereda 3053.44-m-deepice core
•Departmentof EarthSciences,
University
ofNewHamp- that penetrated 1.5 m into the underlyingbedrockand,
along with its European companionproject, the Greenshire, Durham.
the longest
SDepartment
of Mathematics,Universityof New Hamp- land Ice Core Project (GRIP), developed
shire, Durham.
paleoenvironmentalrecord, >250,000 years, available
aGeology
Department,Universityof Alabama,Tuscaloosa.from the northern hemisphere. On the basis of the
comparison of electrical conductivity and oxygen isoCopyright 1997 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Durham

Paper number 96JC03365.

0148-0227/97/96
JC-03365509.00

tope seriesbetweenthe two cores[Grooteset al., 1993;
Taylor et al., 1993a],at leastthe upper 90% (•2800
m) displaysextremelysimilar,if not absolutelyequiv-
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alent records. The current best estimate of age at this
depth is believed to be •110,000 years. This dating is
based on multiparameter annual layer countingdown to

[Broccoliand Manabe, 1987a, b; Budd and Raynet,
1990; Leroux,1993]. Thus atmospheric
circulationis
influencedby factors ranging from the millennial-scale

•50,000 years[Alleyet al., 1993;Meeseet al., 1994a, advance and retreat of continental ice sheets to decadal(annual
this issue;Ram andKoenig,thisissue].Below•50,000 scalesunspotactivityand evenShorter-scale
years,measurements
of the/•80 of atmospheric
O• cal- andseasonal)climatepatterns.
ibrated

with similar measurements

from the Vostok ice

Chemical Species Sources, Input
Timing, Accumulation Rate Controls,
the dating usedin this paper are 2% for 0-11,640 years
and Spatial Distribution

core in Antarctica provide a relative chronologyback to

•110,000 years[Benderet al., 1994].Errorestimates
in

ago, 5% for 11,640-17,380yearsago, <:10%for 17,38040,500yearsago,and up to 10% for the remainderof the

The sourcesof the chemicalspeciesdepositedin polar
snow and ice have been summarized in numerouspapers

record[Alleyet al., 1993;Sowerset al., 1993;Meeseet
al., 1994a,b]. Agreement
between
theGISP2andGRIP [e.g.,Herron,1982;LyonsandMayewski,1984;Delmas
ice cores(separatedby 30 km or •10 ice thicknesses)and Legrand, 1989; Shaw, 1989; Davidson et al., 1992;
provides strong support for the climatic origin of even
the minor features of the records and implies that in-

Mayewskiet al., 1992; Whitlowet al., 1992;Legrandand

Mayewski,1997]. On the basisof our presentknowl-

vestigations
of subtleenvironmental
signals(e.g.,rapid edge of the chemistry of the atmosphere,polar precipclimate changeevents with 1- to 2-year onset and ter- itation is expected to be composedof varioussoluble
and insolubleimpurities which are either introduceddimination)can be rigorouslypursued.
rectly
into the atmosphereas primary aerosols,suchas
One of the primary sets of measurementsdeveloped
from the GISP2 ice core is the glaciochemicalrecord. seasalt (mainlysodiumandchlorideandsomemagneIt has set a new standard for ice-core researchby pro- sium,calcium,sulfate,and potassium)and continental
calcium,carbonate,sulfate,and aluviding a robust measure of changefor both the chem- dust (magnesium,

istry of the atmosphere
and climate[Mayewski
et al., minosilicates),or are producedwithin the atmosphere
1993a,b, 1994].The GISP2 glaciochemical
recordis a along various oxidation pathways involving numerous
highly resolved,continuouslysampledtime seriesof the
major chemical speciesfound in glacial ice and snow

trace gasesprimarily derived from the sulfur, nitrogen,

of the soluble ionic speciescomprisingthe atmosphere.
Th.e core was sampled at a resolution of 0.6-2.5 years
through the Holocene, a mean of 3.48 years through
the deglaciation, •3-116 years throughout the remainder of the 110,000-year-longportion of the record, and
at lower resolution over the rest of the core, for a total
of 16,395 samples. Concentrations of the eight major
ionic specieswere then determined from eachcoresam-

ride, CH3SO•, HCOO-, and otherorganiccompounds
[Legrand
et al., 1993])arederivedfroma varietyof bio-

halogen,and carboncycles[e.g., Cvutzenand Bruhl,
aerosols
and
(sodium,potassium,ammoniura,
calcium,magnesium, 1989]. In the latter case,the secondary
gases
(H
+,
ammonium,
chloride,
nitrate,
sulfate,
fluosulfate,nitrate,and chloride)that represents
over95%
genic and anthropogenicemissionsor volcanicactivity.
Some chemical specieshave multiple sources. For example, sulfate present in snow can be linked to pri-

marymarineseasalt (as Na2SO4)or continental
dust
(asCaSO4).It canalsoarisedueto volcaniceruptions,

anthropogenicactivity, or atmosphericoxidation of various
other S compoundsemitted from the biosphere.
ple. An additional4500blanksand/orreplicatesamples
Seasonalchronologiesdevelopedfrom a seriesof snow
were also analyzed. Analytical and sample processing
techniques
havebeendescribed
in detailelsewhere
[e.g., pits collected in the Summit region and other parts

Mayewskiet al., 1986,1987;Bucket al., 1992].

of Greenland[Mayewski
et al., 1990a;Whitlowet al.,

oxyRecords of change in atmosphericchemistry devel- 1992;Yanget al., 1996]weredefinedby comparing
oped from ice cores are important for paleoclimatol- gen isotope and chemicalspeciesdata series.The total
ogy becausethe atmosphererespondsmore quicklythan beta activity peaks correspondingto inputs from the
other componentsof the Earth system and holds within Chernobyl nuclear accident and earlier nuclear testing
it measuresof both the cause(s)of and response(s)
to served as both an absolute time stratigraphic marker
climate change on all timescales. For example, in mod- and a checkon the oxygenisotopechronology
[Dibb,
ern times the polar vortex, a major feature of atmo- 1989]. On the basisof this analysis,chemicalspecies
spheric circulation, has been linked through changes peak concentrations
havethe followingpattern: (1) in
in size and shape to variations in northern hemisphere midwinter to spring, there are maximum peaksin total

tropospheric
temperatureand wind [NastromandBelmont, 1980; Venneand Dartt, 1990; Burnett, 1993],
North Atlantic stormtracks[Brownand John,1979;
Tinsley,1988],andsolarsunspotcycles[Labitzke
and
van Loon,1989]. At longertimescales,
modeling
stud-

chloride(wheretotal equalsseasaltplusothersources),
sea-saltchloride(derivedby comparison
with observed
sea-saltassociations),
sodium,sea-saltpotassium,cal-

ies reveal the influence

in spring to summer, there are maximum peaks in ex-

continental

ice sheets have had

on tropospheric circulation during the last glaciation

cium, magnesium,total sulfate,sea-saltsulfate,and ex-

cesssulfate(greaterthan the ratio in seawater);(2)
cesschlorideandnitrate;and (3) in summer,thereis a
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levels[Mayewskiet al., 1990b],furtherverimaximumpeak in ammonium. Sincemaxima for total emission
and excesspotassiumoccur with no apparentregular- fying the close associationbetween speciesconcentraity during both midwinterand summer,a uniqueinput tion in ice and that of the atmosphere. Major chemical
sampledfrom25 snowpits(maximumtimespan
timing could not be determined. This input timing is species
similarto that identifiedby Langwayet al. [1975]for 1987-1993)coveringnorth, central,and southGreensodium, magnesium,and calcium in southernand cen- land suggestthat the mean annual concentrationsof
tral Greenland;by Busenberg
and Langway[1979]for

thesespeciesare verysimilar[Yanget al., 1996].

ammonium,sulfate, chloride,calcium, and sodiumin
excesssulfate, nitrate, chloride,and sodium in south-

In summary, glaciochemicalseriesderived from Summit appear to provide a reasonableproxy of the atmosphericconcentrationhistory over much of the Green-

ern Greenland. Therefore it is assumed that the input

land Ice Sheet. As will be demonstrated

southernGreenland;andby Mayewskiet al. [1987]for

in a later sec-

tion ("Atmospheric
CirculationDerivedFrom GlaciochemicalSeries"),theseglaciochemical
seriesalsoproTherelationship
between
concentration
andflux(con- vide a generalhistoryof atmosphericcirculationfor at
centrationtimesaccumulation
rate) of chemicalspecies least the high latitudes of the northern hemisphere.

timing for chemicalspeciesis probablyuniformoverthe
entire inland portion of the GreenlandIce Sheet.

versussnow accumulation rate was investigated at Sum-

mit and compared to several other sites throughout
Greenland

as well as to ice cores in the Yukon Terri-

Unique Chemical Events

Anthropogenicinfluenceson climate and atmospheric
tory and the Indian Himalayasto determinewhich is a
chemistry
have been investigatedin the GISP2 record.
moreappropriatemeasurefor investigatingglaciochemPreviously
identified increasesin sulfate and nitrate
ical timeseries[Yanget al., 1995;1996].At all sites,
seen
in
south
Greenland ice cores attributed
to anonly nitrate flux and snowaccumulationrate had a sigactivity [Neftelet al., 1985; Mayewskiet
nificant linear relationship. Further, only nitrate con- thropogenic
centration data are normally distributed. This suggests al., 1986]have alsobeenidentifiedat GISP2 and conthat nitrate is affected by postdepositional exchange trastedto the pre-anthropogenic
atmosphere
[Mayewski
with the atmosphereover a broad range of environmen- et al., 1990b].In addition,increases
in excess
chloride
associated
with
anthropogenically
increased
sulfate
and
tal conditions[Yanget al., 1995]. In addition,examination of concentration-accumulationrate relationships nitrate havealsobeendemonstrated
[Mayewskiet al.,
for the major ions demonstrates that previously studied samples of mixed age and geographic setting were

1993a].Confirmation
of the rolethat anthropogenic
sul-

relatedto geographic
setting(as a consequence
of air
masstrajectories)rather than accumulation
rate, fur-

fate may have on the depressionof North Atlantic temperatureshas beenprovidedby a comparisonof GISP2,
south Greenland, and Yukon Territory ice cores with

ther verifying the use of concentration versus flux in

temperaturechangerecords[Mayewski
et al., 1993c].

the interpretationof glaciochemical
series[Yanget al.,
1996].

Volcanic event signatureshave been identified in the
GISP2 core by the measurement of electrical conductivity, chemistry, and insolubleparticles, providing evi-

Detailed examination of the last 17,000 years of highresolution accumulation rate and chemical speciesconcentration seriesdemonstratesthat, while major changes
in accumulation rate do coincide with major changes
in speciesconcentration, the relationship is poorly correlated at sample resolution level. This suggeststhat
accumulation rate and species concentration may be
linked in the former casethrough climate changerather
than through accumulation rate controls on concentra-

tion [Meekeret al., thisissue].

denceof localeruptions(e.g.,the A.D. 1783Laki (Iceland) eruption[Fiaccoet al., 1996]and the A.D. 1362
Oraefajokull(Iceland)eruption[Palaiset al., 1991]),
intrahemispheric
eruptions(e.g.,the A.D. 1479Mount
St. Helen's(Washington)
eruption[Fiaccoet al., 1993[),
and interhemisphericallydistributed eruptions(e.g.,
Tambora(A.D. 1815)). The last300yearsof the GISP2
volcanic record has also been compared to volcanic
recordsdevelopedfrom cores in south Greenland and

Variations in atmospheric concentration of GISP2 the Yukon Territory in order to investigatetransport of
major ions over the period of the last deglaciation have volcanicaerosols
[Mayewskiet at., 1993c].
been reconstructedbased on simple models that estiA recordof volcanism(determinedfrom the GISP2
mate the influenceof the two primary types of species sulfateseries)since7000 B.C. and its relationshipto

deposition
(wet anddry). Resultsof thesecalculations climateis presented
by Zielinskiet al. [1994].Recent

werevalidatedby comparison
with •øBefluxes(based work has extended this record to the last 110,000 years
[Zielinskiet al., this issue].Threetimesas manyvol-

on established accumulation rate dependenceand near

constantproductionrate), demonstrating
that chemical

canic events occur from 5000 to 7000 B.C.

as over the

last 2000 years. As reported in this study, this increased
volcanism may have contributed to volcanic cooling in
[Alleyet al.• 19951.Previous
studieshavedemonstrated the early Holocene. The impact of volcanismon climate
that anthropogenicallyderived sulfate and nitrate con- hasalsobeeninvestigated
by Zielinskiet al. [1995]for
centrations mirror closely the pattern of sourceregion the A.D. 1783 Asama(Japan)eruptionand the A.D.
concentrationsin the GISP2 ice core follow atmospheric
fluxes more closely than do chemical fluxes in the ice

26,348
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Fe)(CO3)2plus,undoubtedly,
mineralssuchassilicates
9344-4Eldgjg(Iceland)eruption,andby Chesneret
which
were
not
examined
as
part
of this study.
[1991]and Zielinskiet al. [1996]for theTobamegavolVariability
is
significantly
subdued
in the Holocene
caniceruption(-•73,0004-4000
yearsago.
(FigAmmonium increasesand accompanyingenrichment portionof the recordrelativeto the pre-Holocene
ure
1)
for
all
species
except
ammonium
and
nitrate.
in nitrate and potassiumin three ice cores(GISP2,
south Greenland,and Yukon Territory) coveringthe However, detailed examination of this portion of the
series has revealed species signal structure related to
biomass-burning
events[Writlowet al., 1994].Indepen- a variety of factors, such as changesin source region
dent verification
of the ammonium
outlier to biomassfor some species, biogenic source strength, and atmo-

period A.D• 1750 to the 1980s are believed to reflect

burningrelationship
is providedby Legrandet al. [1992] sphericcirculation[Mayewski
et al., 1993a;O'Brienet
basedon fingerprinting using organic acids. Most of the al., 1995].An exampleof the latter follows.
Approximately95% of the Holocenesodiumis derecent era ammonium spikesat GISP2 and south Greenland

occur

between

A.D.

1820

and A.D.

1920 when

rived fi'om sea salt, and almost all of the calcium is
of
continental origin. General intensification of atmolarge,intensefiresburnedin North America[Whitlow
spheric
circulation occursin the Arctic during midwinet al., 1994;Holdsworthet al., 1996]. An -•6000-yearlong forest fire chronology developed from a combina- ter to spring [Eriksson,1959] when the highestcontion of electrical conductivity and ammonium measure- centrations of sea salt and calcium reach Greenland
ments from the GISP2 ice core reveals variability in [Mayewski
et al., 1990a].Moreover,
the late wintercyclonic storms traveling over continental North Amerbiomass burning originating from eastern Canada that
is correlatedwith drierconditions
[Tayloret al., 1996]. ica incorporate crustal dusts and then sea salt as they
cross the North

Atlantic.

Provided

that similar

condi-

tions generated elevated speciesconcentrationsin the
Glaciochemical and EOF Analysis Used
past, the terrestrial dust and sea-salt record revealsexto Interpret Atmospheric Circulation
tended periods of winter-like circulation patterns and
The general chemical compositionof the atmosphere storm conditions that recurred with some regularity
is a reflectionof overallspecies"source
type(s) and throughout the Holocene. Increasesoccur from •A.D.

sourcestrength(s). The chemicalcomposition
of an

1420-1900 and 2400-3100, 5000-6100, 7800-8800, and

individual air mass provides a fingerprint that docu-

11,300-12,900years ago. O'Brien et al. [1995]have

ments the history of the source area over which the
transporting air mass passed. Therefore atmospheric
circulation systems can be labeled by the identifica-

wideor Arcticglacierexpansions
andcoolintervalsJAn-

tion of the source areas that

vey,1980].The mostrecentincrease
(A.D. 140-1420)

contribute

to their chem-

istry. In the simplest case, marine versus continental
air masses can be differentiated

based on the identifi-

correlated these events with previously identified world-

drews and Ives, 1972; Denton and Karlen, 1973; Harcoincides with the onset of the Little Ice Age. Notably, this event is the most abrupt of any in the GISP2

cationof seasalts(e.g., NaC1)versuscontinentaldusts Holocene
chemistry
series[O'Brienet al., 1995].A de(e.g., CaSO4), respectively,in the chemistryof these tailed glaciochemicalreconstructionof the environmenair masses.More complex atmosphericcirculationpatterns can be differentiated by the addition of other tracers such as the presenceof specificchemicalspeciesindicators that record, for example, continental biogenic

tal conditions during this period is given by Mayewski

et al. [1993a]•
In general, increasedlevels of terrestrial dusts require
one, or a combination of, such factors as increased or
new source areas due to enhanced aridity or changes

inputs (e.g., ammonium)as notedby Mayewskiet al.
[1983]in the LadakhHimalayas.Since,asnotedearlier, in atmospheric
circulationpatterns[Mayewskiet al.,
the chemical concentrations
in GISP2 snow and ice fol1994; O'Brien et al., 1995]or enhanced
incorporation
lowatmospheric
fluxes[Mayewski
et al., 1990b;Alleyet due to increasesin wind strength. Detailed differentiaal., 1995],the formerprovidea historyof atmospheric tion of these influencesis currently being undertakenby
circulation.

investigating speciesassociationsversusmodern atmo-

Examination of the bulk chemistry of the Holocene

sphericcirculationpatterns(P. Krusic,personalcom-

(11,640yearsago to present)versuspre-Holocene
sta-

munication• 1996; J. Karl, personal communication,

dials and interstadials

1996),ratiosof species
overtime [0 'Brienet al., 1995],

reveals that

the Holocene

atmo-

sphereis generallyacidic(H+ requiredto balancethe

and paleo-atmosphericcirculation patterns using gen-

excessof anionsversuscationsmeasured),whilethe re- eral circulationmodels(furtherdiscussion
under "Ice
mainderof the recordis alkaline(Plate 1). Further, Volume (Sea Level)-Atmospheric
CirculationAssociavariability during different climate regimesis primarily
accountedfor by increasesin sodium, magnesium,cal-

cium,chloride,andsulfate(Plate 1). Increases
in these
speciesindicate that the atmospherewas more highly
charged with a variety of sea salts and terrestrial dusts

suchas NaC1, Na2SO4,CaSO4, CaCO3, and Ca(Mg,

tion" in this paper; M. Prentice et al., manuscript in

preparation,1997).
There appears to be a clear explanation for the increased levels of NaC1 observed during pre-Holocene
cold periods. First, the ratio of sodium to chloride
in the pre-Holocene is extremely close to that of sea
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salt, demonstrating that nearly all of the sodium and
chloride is of marine source. Second,pre-Holocene levels of sea salt increase despite an associated decrease
in temperature which would have increased land and
sea ice cover and thus transport distances from ice-free
seas. Thus an increase in wind speed is required if seasalt concentration is to increase as transport distances
increase. Sea-salt concentration, which varies dramati-

proceduresusedin oceanography,meteorology,and tree

for relative wind speed.
Examination of the pre-Holoceneportion of the major ion seriesreveals significantly more common behav-

EOF decomposition provides objective representations
of multivariate data by analyzing the covariancestruc-

ringstudies[e.g.,Imbrieet al., 1989;PeixotoandOort,
1992; Cook et al., 1996], althoughtheir use in the
analysisof ice-coreseriesis relativelyrecent [Mayewski et al., 1993a, 1994]. Previously,we [Mayewskiet
al., 1993a,1994]developeda measureof the joint behavior of the 110,000-year-long GISP2 chemical series

basedon empiricalorthogonalfunction(EOF) decomthe
callythroughoutthe record(Figure1), providesa proxy position[PeixotoandOort,1992].Brieflydescribed,

ior betweenspeciesthan in the Holocene(Figure 1).

tureof its variates[PeixotoandOort,1992].Asin previousstudies[Mayewskiet al., 1993b,1994],the dom-

Thus, while the Holocene chemical record is more sub- inant EOF of the suite of eight series resampled at 50
dued in magnitude than the pre-Holocene,it appears to years combines chemical specieswith different sources
represent a more complex record of changesin source (e.g.,continentaldustand marineaerosols)
andvarious
strength and atmosphericcirculation. Further, unlike transport histories and explains such a high degree of
feathe Holocene, the pre-Holocene portion of the terres- variance(76%) that it must describea large-scale
trial and sea-salt species record is strongly anticorre- ture of northern hemisphereclimate. As noted in our

et al., 1993b,1994],it represents
lated with 5180 (levelsof thesespecies
increaseduring earlierwork{Mayewski
coldperiods[Mayewskiet al., 1994]). Notably,nitrate a well-mixed atmosphere in which the concentrations
and ammonium correlate neither with 5180 nor with

of all species, except ammonium, increase or decrease
together in fixed proportions. This model well-mixed
two groupingsof chemicalspecies(terrestrialand sea atmosphere is significantly less sensitive to changesin
salt versusnitrate and ammonium)is discussed
below. individual speciessourceregionsthan couldbe expected

terrestrial and sea-saltspecies.The significanceof these

The

statistical

methods

which

we utilize

to investi-

gate our glaciochemical series are similar to standard

of univariateice-coreseries[Charleset al., 1994].
We have chosento call the time seriesdescribingthe

10
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Figure 2. The PCI (PolarCirculationIndex)and MLCI (Mid- to Low-LatitudeCirculation
Index, both in normalizedunits,are presented
hereas uniformlyspaced50-yearsampling(this
sampleintervalexceeds
all but 2.5% of thoseof the originalseries).The PCI represents
76% of
total variance in the eight seriesand 88, 94, 95, 96, 92, 95, 34, and 14% of the variance in the
ion speciescalcium, potassium, magnesium, sodium, chloride, sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium,
respectively.Ammonium is inverselyassociatedwith the other speciesof this assemblage.PCI

valuesincreaseduringcoldperiods(morecontinental
dustsand marineaerosols)
and decrease
duringwarm periods,inverselyto stableisotopeseries[Mayewskiet al., 1994]. The MLCI represents15% of total varianceand describes
commonbehaviorof the ammonium(76% of the
variance)and nitrate (46%of the variance)series.
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Plate 2. Conceptualview of changesin northernhemisphereatmospheric
circulationbetweenthepresentandthelastglacial
maximum(LGM) as simulatedby the NASA GISS GCM derivedfrom Rind [ 1987]. All resultsare for the œGM minus
present.Anticycloniccirculationreflectsrelativehighpressurein thechangepattern(purple,ice sheet;brown,continental;
red,oceanic).Cycloniccirculationreflectsrelativelow pressurein thepressure
change(orange,icesheet;green,continental;
blue, oceanic). Solid(dashed)linesrepresentLGM increases(decreases)
in pressurerelativeto today. Outer (inner) lines
showthe arealextent(core)of thecirculationsystemsin the changepattern. Arrowsindicatethe changein wind direction
betweentheLGM andpresent(addchangeto presentcirculationsystemsto getLGM circulationsystems).Southernseaice
limit and ice sheetoutlines(yellow) were amongthe prescribedboundaryconditionsderivedfrom Climate;Long-Range
Investigation,Mapping,andPrediction(CLIMAP). (a) Surfacepressureandwind changesfor winter (December,January,
February(DJF)). (b) Changesin jet winds and 500-mbarpressurefor winter.(c) Surfacepressureand wind changesfor
summer(June,July,August(JJA)). (d) Changesinjet windsand500-mbarpressure
for summer.
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dynamics
(i.e.,increase
anddecrease
frommeanvalues) and used to construct the independent almost periodic
of the well-mixed atmosphere representedby the dom- bandpasscomponents
(bpc)of the series.Digitalfilters
inant EOF the "PolarCirculationIndex" (PCI)(Fig- of elliptictype [Krausset al., 1993]wereusedto estiure 2) [Mayewskiet al., 1994]. In effect,the PCI pro- mate the variable amplitude periodic structure in the
vides a relative measureof the averagesize and intensity
of polar atmospheric circulation. In general terms, PCI

valuesincrease
(e.g.,morecontinental
dustsandmarine
contributions)
duringcolderportionsof the record(stadials)anddecrease
duringwarmerperiods(interstadials
and interglacials)[Mayewskiet al., 1994].
Another 15% of the total variance in the record is

contributed by the second EOF component which is
dominated by ammonium and nitrate, much of which

may travel in the atmosphere
as NH4NO3 [Meekeret
al., this issue].The dynamicsof this ion groupingare
statisticallyuncorrelated
with the PCI series(Figure2)

series. The passbandsof the filters were determinedby

estimating(usingextensive
simulation)the possible
error in period estimation due to a maximum 10% error
in dating. For the larger periods this resulted in an
increment of approximately 5% of the central period.
Simulation was used to test filter designsfor their ability to detect nonstationary variable amplitude signalsat
the central periodicity and to eliminate seriousoverlaps
in the passbands.

This approach
to spectralanalysis(Figure3) [Meeker
et al., this issue;Yiou et al., thisissue]of the PCI and

MLCI revealsperiodicitiescommonlyfoundin other pareflecting differences between the source regions con- lcoclimate
records[e.g.,Emiliani,1955;Shackleton
and
tributing ammonium and nitrate versusthe assemblage Opdyke•1973; Hays et al., 1976; Ruddiman and Mcincontributing to the PCI. Ammonium is largely derived tyre, 1976; Imbrie, 1985; Shackletonand Pisias, 1985;

from continentalbiogenicsources[Logan,1983],while Imbrie et al., 1992, 1993]. The GISP2 glaciochemical
nitrate originates from a variety of sources of which

seriesis, however, unique becauseit contains such a ro-

lightningmay be the major contributor[Legrand
and bust assemblageof these periodicities. Becauseof the
Kirchner,1990]. Continentalbiogenicsourceregions length of our record(,•l10,000 years)and its 50-year
and regions of extensive lightning would have been lo- resampling, the discussionbelow is limited to periodiccated in the mid-low latitudes throughout the majority ities between500 years(10 samples)and 70,000years.
of the record since the high latitudes were ice covered. Periodicities <500 years will be considered elsewhere
Thus the second EOF time series describing the dyusing higher-resolutionresampledseries. Periodicities
namics of the ammonium and nitrate assemblagepro- >70,000 years, which are undetectable in this record,
vides a measureof sourcestrength and air masscircula- are representedby the output from a low-passfilter with
tion emanating from mid-low latitudes which we name cutoff at a period of 70,000 years.

the "Mid- to Low-LatitudeCirculationIndex" (MLCI)
(Figure2).

Time Series Analysis Used to Interpret
Atmospheric Circulation
FollowingImbrie et al. [1993],our strategyis to divide the atmospheric circulation records into their periodic components to allow us to investigate the system responseto the individual forcing potentially associated with each component. However, these time series, which record the atmosphere'snonlinear response
to the growth and decay of the great ice sheets over

a full glacial cycle, cannot be assumedto be stationary. As this fundamental assumptionunderlying both
"red" and "white" noise comparisonsis violated, the
assessmentof significanceof prominent peaks in an estimated spectrum is nonroutine. Nevertheless,the proportion of total seriesvariance representedby the output of a narrow passband filter centered on the estimated peak frequency provides an unambiguousmeasure of the significanceof the peak. The nonstationary
character of the processesassociatedwith the, in general, quasi-periodic amplitude-modulated filtered components can be assessedby comparisonto the constant
amplitude and phase Fourier component at the peak
frequency. Accordingly, periodicitiesexhibiting strong
spectral power were investigated by band-passfiltering

Major

Orbital

Cycles

Both the PCI and the MLCI have periodicities in the

general range of the Earth's orbital cyclesof obliquity

(e.g.,,,-41,000years)andprecession
(e.g.,23,000years)
that affect climate through changesin the distribution
of solar insolation. The presenceof a strong obliquity
influence in the PCI record is consistent with previ-

ous findingsin marine recordsfrom the North Atlantic

[Ruddimanand Mcintyre,1984]and stableisotopeseriesfrom the Vostok(Antarctica)ice core[Yiou et al.,
1994,this issue].However,recordsfromlower-latitude
regions are often dominated by precessioninduced in-

solationvariability[Prell and Kutzbach,1987;CrowIcy
and North, 1991] as is the MLCI series.Notably, the
GRIP ice-core stable isotope series displays important
periodicities related to the precessionalcycles suggest-

ing a mid-lowlatitudesource[Yiou et al., 1995,thisissue].Thus,whileoriginating
fromthesamesetofcores,
the PCI versus the MLCI plus GRIP stable isotope series characterize atmospheric circulation from distinctly
different regions and record latitudinally controlled responsesto insolationforcing. This aspectis further emphasized by the phase relationship among the orbitally
related components in the two series. The obliquity
component of the PC! is almost 180ø out of phase with
that of the MLCI. Comparison with the obliquity com-
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Figure 3. Powerspectrafor the PCI and MLCI seriesfromFigure2: (top) 10,000-to 100,000yearperiodicities
and (bottom)500-to 10,000-year
periodicities.
Periodicities
in excess
of 70,000
years were removed by low-passfiltering and estimatesof spectral power were developed using

a sinusoidaltaper [Reideland Sidorenko,1995]which,giventhe lengthof the series,provides
minimum bias estimation of spectral peaks. Significancelevels were estimated by extensive
simulation using a Gaussian white noise null model. Spectral peaks above the horizontal line

are significantat the >99% significance
level. The 38,000-yearperiodicityrepresents26% of the
varianceand the 22,500-yearperiodicityrepresents9% of the variancein the PCI series. The
38,000-yearperiodicityrepresents
15% of the varianceand the 22,500-yearperiodicityrepresents
27% of the variance in the MLCI series. Our estimateof the obliquity cycle is 38,000 years
rather than the 41,000 years of theory. This is most likely a result of the relatively short length
of our 110,000-year record and the influence of the growing and, later, receding ice sheets on
atmosphericcirculation and the PCI.
ponent of insolation at 60øN demonstrates that the PCI
increases during periods of low insolation. The behav-

tion between

the PCI

and northern

latitude

December

insolation is positive and that with mid-July insolation
at northern latitudes is negative.
Although not shown here, the absolute magnitudes

ior of the MLCI is closelycorrelatedwith the obliquity
and precessionalcomponentsof insolation,demonstrating an association between continental biogenic source

of the correlations
increasewith increasing
lag (lowlat-

strengthand insolation[Meekeret al., thisissue].

itude in December and high latitude in July, which

Lag correlation functions of the obliquity and longer
bpc's in the PCI and the insolation series for mid-

changesignat smalllag values,beingthe exceptions).
The positive associationwith Decemberinsolation and

December
andmid-Julyforvariouslatitudebands[Ber- the negative associationwith July insolation for 0 and
ger, 1978]appearin Table 1. As expected,
the correla- small lags indicate an immediate responseto changes
Table 1. Maximum and Minimum Correlations and CorrespondingTime Lags
From CorrelationFunctionsof the PCI Seriesand EstimatedInsolationper Latitude
Over the Last 110,000 Years
Month

Latitude Band, øN

July

90
60
30
0

December

60
30
0

Max. Correlation
-0.56
-0.50
-0.39
-0.24

0.55
0.52
0.35

Lag, years
5350
5500
5650
5750

5650
6650
7100

FromBerger[1978].The meanlag for Julyis 5563years,andthe meanlag forDecember
is 6763 years.
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in insolationforcing,probably due to the PCI response the filteredPCI record(orbitallyrelatedbpc'ssummed

from the PCI series)and fluctuationsin the size of

to changesin oceanice (sea ice and icebergs)cover
proposed
in ourpreviouswork[Mayewski
et al., 1994].
The correlations
increase(decrease)
with increasing
(decreasing)lag as shownin Table 1. The meanlag for

glacioeustatic
record(M. Prenticeet al., manuscript
in
preparation,1997)(Figure4). As discussed
below,the

the strongest correlations of July and December versus the PCI is •6200 years. Comparisonbetweenthese
componentsand the obliquity and longer components
for 60øN insolation demonstratesvariability in lag over

ice sheets had a strong impact on northern hemisphere
atmospheric dynamics, and it is therefore expected that
low-fi'equencycomponents of the PCI tracked changes
in northern hemisphere ice volume. We take the coral

time (Table 1). As previouslydemonstrated,the or-

reef record

bitally related bpc's of the PCI seriesclosely approx-

gle indicator of this ice volume change during the last

the northern hemisphereice sheetsas revealed by the

of sea level fluctuations

to be the best sin-

imate ice volume(sealevel)changes.The longestlag glacial cycle. The bulk of the coral reef record comes
(--•7500years)occursat timesof icebuildup(--•60,000- from the Huon Peninsula of New Guinea, with supple70,000yearsago)and the shortest(•6000 years)close mentary reef records covering the last deglaciation and
to the late glacial maximum, both of which are consis- the last interglaciation comingfrom Barbadosand Austent with estimated responsetimes for large polar ice tralia.
Correspondencebetween the filtered PCI and the sea
sheets[Paterson,1972].
level record is quite good throughout the last 110,000
but is particularly strong between 30,000 and 70,000
Ice Volume (Sea Level)-Atmospheric
years
ago. The sea level record for this interval has
Circulation
Association

recentlybeenrevisedby Chappellet al. [1994]andex-

Documentation of the PCI's sensitivity to large-scale hibits a distinctive sea level high stand at 35,000 years
changes in northern hemisphere atmospheric circula- ago and a broad multipeaked high stand between 46,000
tion is provided by the strong correspondencebetween and 55,000 years ago. The filtered PCI record exhibits
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Figure 4. Comparison between our hypothesisfor global sea level based on globally distributed

coralreefrecordsandthe filteredGISP2 PCI record(>70,000-year+ 38,000-year+ 22,500-year
band-pass
components).Sealevelturningpointsfrom New Guinea(red) are basedon either
datedcoralsamples(circles)[Edwardset al., 1993;Steinet al., 1993;Chappellet al., 1994]or
undatedreefcrests(boxes)andundateddisconformities
(nosymbol)betweenadjacentreeftracts
[Chappell,
1974; Chappelland Shackleton,
1986]. The placement
of the crestsof undatedNew
Guinea reefs VIb, Vb, and IVb is arbitrary as is placementof the low stands inferred from reef

stratigraphy.Barbadosturningpointsare from datedcoralsamples(blueboxes)[Edwardset
al., 1987;Bard et al., 1993;Gallupet al., 1994]and alsofromboreholedata [Fairbanks
and
Matthews,
1978].Australiancoraldata (triangles)
arefromCollinset al. [1993]andEisenhauer
et al. [1993].For eachsealevelpoint, thereis generallymoreuncertaintyin sealevelestimate
than in the age estimate.
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negative peaks at nearly the same times with nearly
the same durations and with the same relative magnitudes. The PCI increasessignificantly from the end of
the last interglacial, about 75,000 yearsago, until about
63,000 years ago. This step is coeval with an increase
in ice volume represented by the stratigraphic breaks
between New Guinea reefs V, IV, and III.
During the last interglacial between 80,000 and

100,000 years ago, the PCI record exhibits two major
interglacial peaks which are consistentwith the high
stands of New

Guinea

reefs V and VI

as well as Bar-

bados reefs I and II. However, the date for Va carries

a large uncertainty and the Vb high stand is undated.
The BarbadosI reef, named Worthing, is well dated relative to these New Guinea reefs and is roughly coeval
with the PCI interglacial peaks. Prior to 100,000 years
ago, the lesserinterglacial peaks in the PCI record are
consistent

with

New Guinea

reefs Via

and VIb.

Not only is there strong correspondencebetween filtered PCI and sea level events, but also there is a strong
linear relationship between these variables over the last
110,000 years. Due to lack of low stand data prior to
30,000 years ago, the linear relationship pertains primarily to negative PCI and high stands. Only since
30,000 years ago is it possible to document the linear

centersof suchhigh pressurearoundthe North Atlantic
that the pressuregradientsto the IcelandicLow were
much increasedrelative to today. In other words, the
corepressureof the IcelandicLow increased,but the ice
sheet surfaceanticyclonesincreasedso much more that
the Icelandic Low was greatly intensified. A secondary
supportiveinfluencein the easternNorth Atlanticwas
the westernperimeterof the sprawlinganticycloneover
the Eurasian

Ice Sheet.

Accordingto the GCM, the ice sheetsalsostrongly

alteredatmospheric
transportaloft(500mbar)overthe
subpolar North Atlantic into a configuration that was
very different from that of today and that should have
steered subpolar cyclonestoward Summit. The key ice
sheet-controlled changeswere lower than present pressure aloft

over eastern

Canada

and the western

North

Atlantic as well as higher than present pressurealoft
over the European Ice Sheet and easternNorth Atlantic

(Plate 2b). The resultingincreasein the east-to-west
pressure-gradientforce in the upper atmosphereover
the subpolar North Atlantic intensified the LGM jet
winds relative to today and imparted a more southerly
component.

Simulated LGM circulation changes over northern
hemisphere continents south of the ice sheets are also

relationshipfromthe last glacialmaximum(LGM) low

consistent

with

the much increased

flux of continental

stand to the Holocene high stand.

chemical speciesto Summit at the LGM. Wintertime

Atmospheric
generalcirculationmodel(GCM) sim- cooling of Asia, south-central Russia, and the Middle East, reflecting cold air advection off the tremenulations of the LGM help to reveal the changesin atmosphericcirculation that can account for the observed dous Eurasian Ice Sheet anticyclone, increasedsurface
high pressure as far south as the Arabian Peninsula
close relationship between the PCI and size of northern
surfacepreshemisphereice sheets. Plate 2 depicts conceptualviews (Plate 2a). This LGM ridgeof increased
of selected differences in surface and upper air circu- sure created an east-to-west pressuregradient that inlation patterns between the LGM and the present, as tensified southeasterly winds over desertseast and south
Such winds could have delivered
calculated by the Goddard Institute for Space Studies of the Mediterranean.
(GISS) GCM [Hansenet al., 1983,1984;Rind,1987]. considerablymore dust from Africa and the Middle East
The differences that we note between the present and to the North Atlantic atmosphere than currently ocLGM atmosphereswere also achievedby Kutzbach et al. curs. This LGM transport direction receivedmore sup[1993]usingthe NationalCenterfor Atmospheric
Re- port aloft than would have been the casetoday. LGM
search(NCAR) CommunityClimateModelandsocan jet winds over North Africa were weakened and veered
be consideredrobust. The approachin the followingdis- northward relative to today becauseof the pressureincussionis to point out simulated atmosphericchanges crease aloft over the Arabian Peninsula. The stronger
consistentfirst with increasedmarine componentsin the than present southerly winds over the subpolar North
PCI and, second,with increasedterrestrial components. Atlantic in LGM winter should have increased dust deSimulated LGM winter conditions appear highly fa- livery to Greenland. Intensified westerly flow over the
vorable for much increased transport of marine con- Tibetan Plateau and China during the LGM winter instituents from the North Atlantic to the Summit site
dicates that this region probably also contributed to
(Plates 2a and 2b). It is probablythat the Icelandic the GISP2 record despite the travel distance acrossthe
low-pressure system that was centered on the sea ice Pacific and either north or south of the Laurentide Ice
edge in the western North Atlantic was much intensi- Sheet.
Conditionsin LGM summermight have beenequally
fied relative to today and played the key role. However,
the intensification

was not due to a decrease in sur-

face pressureof the Icelandic Low sincethat pressureis
likely to have increased,due to colder LGM temperatures, making the low more stable at the LGM than at

conducive

to increased North

African-Middle

East dust

transport to Greenland. The GISS GCM simulation
indicates a broad belt of significantly decreasedsurface pressure acrosssouth western and central Siberia

forcedirected
present[Rind,1987].Rather,the intensification
reflects (Plate 2c). The strongpressure-gradient
the size of the ice sheets around the North

Atlantic

that

intenselycooledtheir overlyingatmospheres,producing

from the Eurasian Ice Sheet anticyclone south to the
belt of lowered surface pressure would have increased
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easterly air flow over deserts in southern Russia and
central Asia and westerly flow over the Tibetan Plateau.
Even in LGM summer, there was probably much more
southerly air flow over the North Atlantic than occurs
today that could have transported this dust toward

Greenland(Plates2c and 2d).
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The more precise timing of the GISP2 periodicities is
a result of the higher resolution and more highly constrained dating of this record. The 6100-year periodicity is stronger in the PCI series, while the 11,100-year
periodicity is strongerin the MLCI series.

Most of the long-termbehaviorof the PCI and 68%

Our earlier suggestionthat the North American south- of its total variance is explained by the combination of
west may have been the dominant source for Summit
orbital cycles of obliquity and greater plus the 6100dust-derivedspecieswhen the Laurentide Ice Sheet was year bpc (Figure 5). Further, the 6100-yearbpc represent[Mayewskiet al., 1993b]seemsmuchlesslikely veals a very strong associationwith the timing of Hein-

in viewof ourmorerecentanalysis[O'Brienet al., 1995] rich events(Figure 5). Theseeventsare represented
of the Holocene portion of the GISP2 chemistry series
sourcesin the eastern hemisphere, which showed that
both winter and summer LGM jet winds over the desert
southwest were weaker than at present. Further, the
winter high and summer low at surface had more of an
easterly component than at present.
The selected GISS GCM

results that we have sketched

indicate that the substantial differencesbetween present
and LGM atmosphericcirculation in the northern hemispherestrongly reflect the size of the ice sheets. The development of the strong ice sheet surface anticyclones
affected zonal pressuregradients on east and west sides
of the anticyclones differently. Eastern sides at surface
cooled becauseof northerly advection, whereaswestern
sides warmed with southerly advection. Such changes
caused LGM jet winds to increase in velocity relative
to today over eastern cold sectors and slow over warm
western sectors. Subtropical pressure systems were
strengthened in some regionsand weakenedin others in
partial responseto the subpolar anticyclones. The resulting differential changes in zonal pressure gradients

by marine layers rich in ice-rafted debris and poor in

foraminifera[Heinrich,1988]that resultfrommassive
iceberg discharge and attendant cooling of surface wa-

ters [Bondet al., 1992]. They havebeencorrelated
to Summit ice-core stable isotope and chemical series

[Bondet al., 1992;Mayewskiet al., 1994]. Thesedischargeshave also been linked to reductionsin North At-

lantic thermohaline
circulation[Bondet al., 1993]and
deepwatercirculation[OppoandLehman,1993].However, previous studies did not recognizethe relatively
precise timing demonstrated in Figure 5. We suggest
that the 6100-year bpc is a result of the •6200-year
mean lag between the PCI series and insolation, de-

scribedabove(Table 1). It is producedprimarilyas a
function of insolation-inducedice sheet volume changes

(translatedto the icesheetthroughchanges
in temperature and precipitation)in accordwith the near6000year cyclic behavior predicted by simple ice sheet oscil-

lationmodels[GhilandLeTreut,1981;MacAyeal,1993]
and the 5000- to 10,000-year modeled phaselag between
ice sheet dynamics and insolation suggested by Budd

hadopposing
effectsonjet windvelocities
[Rind,1987]. and Raynet [1995]. The positivefeedbacks
createdby
Overall, it appearsthat the LGM atmosphereexhibited

the presence of ice sheets have been demonstrated in

more meridional

previousstudies[Birchfieldand Weertman,1983; Le-

flow both at surface and aloft than oc-

curs without high ice sheets. Correspondingly,LGM jet
winds were in some regionslocated to the north of their
present locations and, in other regions, located to the
south.

In conclusion,the closeassociationbetweenthe orbital-

scalebpc's (•60% of the total variancein the PCI series) and the sea level reconstructionplus the GCM
results demonstrate that long-term atmospheric circulation is dominated by ice sheet dimensions.

Treut and Ghil, 1983; Budd and Smith, 1987; Damon

andJirikowic,1996].Notably,the 6100-year
bpcis significantly enhanced in amplitude during periods when
ice sheetsexpand as expected if related to ice sheet dynamics.

However,an --•6100-yearcoolingcycle,althoughmarkedly subdued during periods of low ice sheet volume, is
maintained during the Holocene. It coincideswith the
timing of the mid-Holocene cool period and the Lit-

tle Ice Age [O'Brien et al., 1995].Thereforethe 6100-

Heinrich and Rapid Climate Change
Events

year cooling cycle appears not to be related solely to
ice sheet dynamics but must also be related to other

mechanisms that allow suborbital-scale changesin insoPrevious paleoclimate records have identified and lation to be translated through the ocean-atmospheremodeled periodicities that operate faster than the pri- cryospheresystem into changesin climate.
mary insolation forcing cycles. These periodicities may
Following the primary insolation cycles in the PCI
reveal evidenceof interactionsin the ocean-atmosphere- and MLCI spectra, the 6100- and 11,100-year periodcryosphere
system[LeTreutand Ghil, 1983; Ghil and icities appear to gradually decay in power into 4500-

Childtess,
1987].BoththePCI andMLCI seriesdisplay and 3200-yearperiodicities(Figure3). However,this
6100- and 11,100-yearperiodicities(Figure 3) within pattern of decreasingpower as a function of decreasing
the range of the 5000- to 7000-year and 10,000- to
12,000-year periods, respectively, identified in marine

period ends at the increasedenergy band represented
by the 1450-year spectral peak in the PCI series.
Comparison of the PCI with its extracted 1450-year

and ice-corerecords[Pisiasct al., 1973; Pcstiauxet
al., 1988; Hagelberget al., 1994; Yiou et al., 1994]. bpc (Figure 6) revealsthat the rapid climate change
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Figure 5. The 6100-yearPCI band-pass
component
(bpc)compared
to the PCI seriesand the

timingof Heinrich
events(H1-H6[afterBondet al.,1993])andtheYounger
Dryas(YD).
events in the PCI record occur at or near a 1450-year
periodicity. When added to the longer periodicities already described, the 1450-year bpc approximatesmuch

ies have attributed these rapid climate change events
to massive reorganizations in atmospheric circulation

[Mayewski
et al., 1994;Kapsner½tal., 1995]that are,
of the fast behaviorof the PCI (Figure6). Theserapid perhaps, stimulated and sustainedby changesin ocean
climate change events are important because they are icecover(seaiceandicebergs)
[Maycwski
½tal., 1994].
the mostdramaticandrapidchanges
in climate(occur- A near-periodic 1500-year componentis found in North
ring overperiodsof yearsto decades)notedin the ice- Atlantic marine records covering the last glacial cycle
corerecord[Alleyet al., 1993;Mayewskiet al., 1993b, [Cortijoet al., 1995].Internaloscillations
in the oceansystem[Ghil et al., 1987;MaaschandSaltz1994;Tayloret al., 1993b],and theyare knownto af- ice-climate
fect both surface and deepwater circulation, potentially man,1990]havebeensuggested
ascauses
forsuchrapid
throughchangesin thermohalinecirculation[Keigwin climate change events, or the processesby which they
et al., 1991; Oppoand Lehman,1993]. Previousstud- might occur, becausetheseeventsoperate on timescales
5
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Figure 6. Timing of the 1450-year band-passcomponentrelative to the rapid climate change
events identified in the PCI seriesand modification of the 1450-year band-passcomponent by
cancellationand addition of other band-passcomponents.The sum of the >70,000 low-passfilter
plus band-passcomponentsat 38,000 + 22,500 + 11,100 + 6100 + 4500 + 3200 + 1450 years
accounts for 86% of the variance in the PCI series.
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that are close to ocean turnover times. However, increasingevidence documenting the global synchroneity

lated changesin thermohaline circulation in the ocean

et al., 1993; Roberts et al., 1993; Denton and Hendr,

terns. Even under modern conditions the mid-high lat-

plus other changes(e.g., terrestrialsnowcover)that
of someof the rapidclimatechangeevents[Chappellaz could dramatically alter atmospheric circulation pat1994;KotilainenandShackleton,
1995]reduces
the like- itudes of the northern hemisphere are characterized by
lihood

that

such internal

oscillations

are their

sole or

a relatively large range in albedo due to changesin the

even primary control.

The 1450-yearbpc represents9% of the total vari-

In summary, changes in insolation and associated
positive feedbacks related to ice sheets may assist in
explaining favorable time periods and controls on the
amplitude of massiverapid climate changeevents. However,the 1450-year timing of these eventsremains to be
explained.

ance in the PCI series and stands out prominently in
the spectra for this series. It is also part of the approximate harmonic sequencedescribed by the 1450-,
3200-, 4500-, and 6100-year periodicities and thus may
be a combination

tone or low-order

harmonic

distributionof seaiceandsnowcover[KuklaandRobinson,1980;Parkinsonet al., 1987].

of these

longer cycles. However, the increase in power at the

1450-yearperiodicity(Figure3) is not consistent
with
this concept.
The 1450-year periodicity is amplified when ice sheets

Solar Variability

Emerging evidence, noted previously,for the global
arerelativelymoreextensive
(•20,000-75,000yearsago,
Figure 7), no doubt due to positivefeedbacks.During synchroneity of at least some rapid climate
change events may indicate that there is some significant forcing through changes in solar output. The

this period, however, the correspondencebetween ice
volume change and magnitude of the 1450- year events

series(produced
aftersubtracting
theinappearsto be phaselagged(Figure7). Further,1450- 514Cresidual
year events operate too rapidly to be produced solely
by changesin ice sheet dimensions.
During the period •20,000-75,000 years ago the amplitude of the 1450-year periodicity is closely associated with periods of low insolation. Notably, periods of
large-magnitude 1450-year events are significantly better correlated

to insolation

decreases than to ice volume

fluence of the geomagneticdipole moment or changing

carbon-reservoir
effects[Stuiverand Braziunas,1993])
has known associationswith cosmogenicproduction of

5x4C(high5x4Ccoincides
withlowsolaractivity[Damon and Jirikowic, 1992]) and is thereforea valuable proxy for testing potential solar-climate links. An

•2300-year periodicityin the 5•4C residualseriesmay

change during the periods •56,000-39,000 and 76,500-

demonstratesucha link becausethis periodicity strongly
64,000yearsago (Figure7). Theseinsolationchanges modulates the --,200- and l 1-year known solar-related
may set the scenefor changesin ocean ice cover and re- periodicites
in thisseries[Damonet al., 1989;Hoodand
1450 year bpc
Ice volume (>70,000+38,000+22,500 year bpc's)
Insolation
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Jirikowic,
1990].However,
variability
in the514Cresid- the full record, perhaps, as noted earlier, becauseof the
ual seriesmay also be a consequenceof other production lack of a large Holocene ice sheet and consequentloss
processes.A 512-year periodicity in the early Holocene of associated positive feedbacks.
has been

attributed

to instabilities

in North

Atlantic

While

we cannot

demonstrate

a clear

solar-climate

thermohaline circulation which affect the carbon cycle

link for the 1450-year periodicity, we suggestthat the

[StuiverandBmziunas,1993].

presence
of sucha periodicityin the 514Cresidualseries

To investigate the possible role of solar variability in
forcing changesin the PCI, we compare the spectrum of

warrants future investigation. While not as strong as

the •11,500-year 514Cresidualseriesderivedfromtree
ringsandcoralreefs[StuiverandBmziunas,1993]with

year periodicity may resonate with internal oscillations
in the ocean-climate system, producing larger magni-

the most recent 11,500 years of the 110,000-year-long
PCI series. Higher-resolution sampling available over
this more recent portion of the PCI allowed bidecadal

ing periods of low insolation and increasedice volumeas

otherperiodicitiesin the 514Cresidualseries,the 1450-

tudeeventswhenthe latter are morepronounced
(durdescribed
above). Most importantly,a 1450-yearsolar

cycle that resonatesin this fashionoffersan explanation
for both the regular timing of the rapid climate change
the two series show that both have several strong periodic components
in common(Figure8). For purposes events and their global synchroneity.
Finally, the presenceof a possiblesolar-linked 2300of this study we choseonly to investigatethoseperiodicities which are common to both series and which we
year periodicity, closeto the global scale2500-yearcooling cycle suggestedfrom Holocene glacier fluctuation
have thus far dealt with in this paper, namely those at

samplingcomparableto the 514C series. Spectra for

2300, 1450, and 512 years. They are all at the >99%
significancelevel except for the 512-year periodicity for
the PCI, which is >95% significant.Summationof the
three bpc's extracted for each seriesexplains--•40%of
the variance in each series. Comparison of the summed

bpc's (Figure 9) demonstrates
that muchof the similarity in the PCI and 5•4C residualseriesis a conse-

records[Dentonand Karlen, 19731demonstrates
that
atmosphericcirculation recordsmay contain embedded
evidenceof solar-climate relationships.
Conclusions

and

Remarks

The GISP2 chemicalseries(sodium,potassium,
am-

quence of these periodicities. While this similarity does

monium, calcium, magnesium,sulfate, nitrate, and chlo-

not demonstrate

ride) containa diversearray of environmental
signa-

a solar-climate

link between

the two

series, it is interesting to note the strong association
between our record of atmospheric circulation and the

5•4C residualseries. It is also noteworthythat both
series contain a 1450-year periodicity. However, the relative importance of this periodicity over the last 11,500
years of the PCI record is markedly lessthan it is over

tures that include the documentation of anthropogenically derived pollutants, volcanic and biomass-burning
events, storminess over marine surfaces, continental
aridity, and biogenic source strength.
Analysisof the spatial distribution of the major chemical speciesover the Greenland Ice Sheet indicatesthat

25OO

14C

residual

2000
_

PCI
1500

99%
95%
99%

400

600

800

1,000

2,000

Period (log of years)

Figure 8. Powerspectrafor514Cresidual
series
coveting
thelast11,500yearsandthe20-year
sampledPCI restrictedto the sametime interval. Spectralpeaksabovethe upper horizontal

line (uppersolidPCI, dashed•14Cresidual
series)aresignificant
at the >99%significance
level,
whilethe lowerhorizontalline (lowersolidPCI) denotes95%significance.
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forboththe6z40residual
series[fromStuivev
andBvaziunas,
1993]versus
thePCI series
demonstrating their close association,

previously
frommarinesedimentcores[PrellandKutz[Yanget al., 1996]. Further,the chemicalspecies
con- bach,1987]. Comparisonbetweenthe orbitallyrelated

the GISP2 site is representative of this entire region
tained

in this ice core are similar

in relative

concentra-

band-pass components of the PCI and a reconstruc-

tion to thoseof the atmosphere
overGreenland[May- tion of sea level demonstrates that the dominant longewskiet al., 1990b;Alley et al., 1995].Sincethe source term structure of the PCI is related to ice volume
area for these speciesis from throughout much of the
northern hemisphere and, in some cases,more distant
regions, the GISP2 ionic seriespotentially contain a robust record of environmental change. GCM simulations
suggest that during the LGM the dominant source for
marine speciesentering Greenland was the North Atlantic Ocean, while continental dusts appear to have
been derived from regions immediately south of the
Eurasian

Ice Sheets.

Because the GISP2 chemical series records >95% of

change, hence linking changesin ice sheet dimensions
with changesin atmospheric circulation.
Periodicities at 11,100 and 6100 years, closeto simi-

larly ascribedperiodicitiesin marine and Antarctic ice

cores[Hagelberg
et al., 1994; Yiou et al., 1994], are
prominent in the behavior of the PCI. The 6100-year
periodicity is stronger in the PCI series,and the 11,100year periodicity is stronger in the MLCI series. Further, the 6100-year periodicity mirrors the timing of

ice-raftedmarinedebrisevents(Heinrichevents)which

the solubleionic componentsin the atmosphere,it can havebeenascribedto icesheetdynamics[Bondet al.,
be used to reconstructatmosphericcirculation systems. 1993]. The lag time betweeninsolation-driven
ice volThe dominantbehavior(90% of the total variance)of ume changes and insolation is close to 6100 years, supthese chemical seriesis translated into a history of re- porting the concept of ice dynamics involvement in the
sponse and forcing of two general atmospheric circula- productionof Heinrichevents[Bondet al., 1993].
tion systems described here in terms of a Polar CircuThe 1450-year periodicity in the PCI record matches
lation Index (PCI) and a Mid- to Low-LatitudeCircu- closely the timing of the pre-Holocene rapid climate
lation Index(MLCI).
change events which are now known to represent masHigh-latitude ice sheet growth and consequentatmo- sivereorganizations
in atmospheric
circulation[Mayew-

sphericcirculationpatterns(PCI) appearto be con- ski et al., 1994,Kapsneret al., 1995].In addition,the
trolled mostly by obliquity and longer orbital cycles
as suggested previously from marine sediment cores

1450-year periodicity is closeto the turnover time of the
ocean, suggestingsomeassociationwith internal oscilla[Ruddirnan
and Mcintyre,1984]. Mid-lowlatitudeat- tions in the ocean-climate system, although such a promosphericcirculationpatterns(MLCI) are controlled cess does not explicitly describe why these events are
mostly by precessional-scale
orbital cyclesas suggested globally synchronous. Further, these events appear to
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be amplified largely by thermal differencesthat are de- Andrews, J.T., and J.D. Ives, Late and postglacial events
(<10,000 B.P.) in easternCanadianArcticwith particular
veloped as a consequenceof changesin insolation plus
reference to the Cockburn moraines and the breakup of
the positive feedback effect of ice sheets. The insolathe Laurentide Ice Sheet, in Climate Changesin Arctic
tion changes may lead to variations in sea ice extent
Areas During the Last 10,000 Years,edited by Y. Vasari,
and ocean surface cooling that could affect atmospheric
H. Hyvarinen, and S. Hicks, pp. 149-176, Univ. of Oulu,
Oulu, Finland, 1972.
circulation through changesin albedo and thermohaline
Bard, E., M. Arnold, R.G. Fairbanks, and B. Hamelin,

circulation.

If the 1450-year rapid climate changeevents are related to internal oscillations in the ocean-climate system, the forcing for such events may be multiple, complex, and nonlinear in operation. We suggest at least
two potential causesthat could contribute to the forcing
of these rapid climate change events. First, as demonstrated in our time-series analysis, the 1450-year periodicity may be, in part, a combinationtone of orbitally
driven insolation cycles. Second,the presenceof a 1450-

•'3øTh-•'34U
and14Cagesobtained
by massspectrometry
on corals,Radiocarbon,
35(1), 191-200,1993.
Bender, M., T. Sowers, M.L. Dickson, J. Orchardo, P.
Grootes, P. Mayewski, and D. Meese, Climate correlations between Greenland and Antarctica during the past
100,000 years, Nature, 372, 663-666, 1994.
Berger, A., Long-term variations of caloric insolationresult-

ing from Earth's orbital elements,Quat. Res., 9(2), 139167, 1978.

Birchfield, G.E., and J. Weertman, Topography, albedotemperature feedback, and climate sensitivity, Science,

year bandpasscomponentin both the PCI and 5•4C

219, 284-285, 1983.

halinc

climate

residual seriesmay suggesta link to climate-solar vari- Bond, G., et al., Evidence for massivedischargesof icebergs
into the North Atlantic ocean during the last glacial peability. Alternately, this associationmay occur in both
riod, Nature, 360, 245-250, 1992.
series in response to changes in the ocean-atmosphere Bond, G., W.S. Broecker, S.J. Johnsen, J. McManus, L.D.
Labeyrie, J. Jouzel, and G. Bonani, Correlations between
exchangeof carbon, linked through changesin thermocirculation.

records from North

Atlantic

sediments and Green-

land ice, Nature, 365, 143-147, 1993.
Finally, while the PCI-5•4C residualseriesassocia- Broccoli,
A.J., and S. Manabe, The effects of the Laurention at the 2300- and 512-year periodicities can only be
tide ice sheet on North American climate during the last
validatedfor the Holocene,due to lack of longer5•4C
glacial maximum, Geogr. Phys. Quat., •1, 291-299, 1987a.
series, it provides intriguing potential for future inves- Broccoli, A.J., and S. Manabe, The influenceof continental
ice, atmospheric CO2 and land albedo on the climate of
tigation into solar-climate links.
the last glacial maximum, Clim. Dyn., 1, 87-100, 1987b.
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